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We've covered different phrases for greetings and goodbyes here, so here is another addition to 
your arsenal. 

If you want to tell someone to have a good day in Korean, there are many ways to do so. 
However when you hear Koreans greet and say goodbye to one another, have a good day is used 
less than other common phrases. The way to say have a good day is a more recent addition to the 
Korean language due to the influence of English. 

Although you could probably use simpler phrases to friends and coworkers, it's still a good 
phrase to know and if you use it, no one will look at your strangely. 

So let's start off with the basics! 

Formal 
For the formal version of "Have a good day", you can say: 

좋은 하루 되십시오 (jo-eun ha-ru doe-sip-si-o)  

The high level verb ending can be seen with -십시오. The word 좋은 means good and 하루 is 
another word for day. 

You can also use: 

좋은 하루 보내십시오 (jo-eun ha-ru po-nae-sip-si-o) 

This is very similar to the first one. The only difference is the verbs that are used. In the first 
example, the verb 되다 is used which means to become. So in the first example, you are literally 
telling someone that you hope their day become good or well. 

In the second example, the verb 보내다 is used which can mean to send or to spend time doing 
something. So in this version, you are literally telling something to spend their day in a good 
way. 

Let's move on to the standard politeness levels: 
좋은 하루 되세요 (jo-eun ha-ru doe-se-yo) 



좋은 하루 보내세요 (jo-eun ha-ru po-nae-se-yo) 

These have the exact same meaning as the first two, except the politeness level is one step down. 
You can use these with people you don't know well or with people you've just met. 

Casual/Informal Level 
For the casual level, you would use: 

좋은 하루 보내 (jo-eun ha-ru bo-nae) 

In this version, all verb endings are dropped, and you can use this with close people or people 
younger than you. 

 


